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Almost every team has had some sort of regular team meeting and yet many people complain
that these team meetings are necessary, but not very meaningful. The time we spend with our
colleagues is precious. Our team meetings are an opportunity to move work forward while
strengthening the team.

This episode guide includes an overview of the factors to consider when designing a team
meeting along with examples of team meeting structures, formats, and prework to consider
using as a model for your team.
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#1: Meeting Objectives

Build or strengthen relationships
Learn together
Foster or reinforce team culture
Celebrate wins and milestones
Solve problems
Align (or stay aligned) on workstreams

While every individual meeting has a specific desired outcome, a particular type of meeting has
one or more objectives that guide how the meeting is designed. The objectives answer the
question: Why are we meeting?

Example Team Meeting Objectives:

FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN DESIGNING A TEAM MEETING

Raise issues or roadblocks
Answer questions
Coordinate work or next steps
Make decisions
Update plans
Create accountability
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What might it look and feel like to
meet daily, twice per week, weekly,
every other week, once per month?
What intuitively feels right? What
feels like too much or not enough? 
What other meetings or tools do you
already use to accomplish the same
objective?

How frequently the team meeting occurs
depends on the objective of the meeting
and the context of your overall workflow
and communications. 

Consider the following to help determine
the optimal cadence:

Fun check-in question (e.g. what was your favorite book as a child)?
Dashboard review to read through the updates and identify topics for discussion
Problem solving 
Offering recognition or gratitude to team members
Review of next steps
Discussion of a prework learning material

The flow of your team meeting will ideally be consistent even as the specific topics change. A
standard structure simplifies the meeting preparation and facilitation, and ensures you include
activities aligned with your meeting objective.

Example Agenda Components:

Complete agenda design examples are included at the end of this workbook.

“Every team should regularly pause to

reflect on all their recurring meetings.

Because once we get into the rhythm

of regular meetings, we rarely stop to

ask if they’re still serving us, or if we’re

just going through the motions because

that’s what we do.”

#2: Cadence
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#3: Agenda Design
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In person - optimal for relationship building
Virtually via Zoom or other video conferencing - good for most meeting objectives 
Dashboard, project tracker, google doc, etc. - optimal for tracking dates, information, etc
Slack or other messaging app - optimal information sharing and accountability
Some combination of these or other formats

While meetings typically involve synchronous conversation, the team meeting can take place
using multiple formats depending on your objectives. 

Example Formats and their uses:

#4: Format
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Fill in the dashboard
Update a tracker
Answer a set of questions

Prework are the activities done prior to the start of the meeting. While prework is not
necessary, some meeting objectives are well suited to prework. The goal is to use specific
activities ahead of time in order to help the group use their time together in the meeting most
effectively.

Prework Examples:

#5: Prework

Weekly Crush
Daily Stand-up
Team Campfire
Weekly Alignment Meeting
Family Reunion
Momentum Meeting

The term “team meeting” can mean different things
to different people. By naming your team meeting
something specific, you have an opportunity to send
a message about what this meeting is all about.

Team Meeting Naming Examples:

#6: Naming

“What you want or need out of a

team meeting is often different

from what your team members

want or need. The optimal team

meeting will meet everyone’s

needs in an efficient and joyful

way.” 

Submit a list of topics for discussion
Listen to a podcast
Read an article
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EXAMPLE MEETINGS

Objectives 1.rReinforce team culture of learning
2. Celebrate successes and milestones

Agenda Design

Cadence

Format

Monthly

(5 min) Welcome, get settled, introduction of guest speaker
(15 min) Presentation by guest
(15 min) Q&A with guest
(15 min) Small group discussions
(10 min) Sharing wins, acknowledging colleagues, celebrating
personal & professional milestones

Zoom

Prework None

Name Monthly Enrichment

Objectives 1.rBuild relationships
2. Stay aligned on workflows
3. Make space for anything that needs the whole team's attention

Agenda Design

Cadence

Format

Weekly

(15 min) Welcome and relationships building activity (e.g. Write a
haiku about your childhood, show a photo and tell a story from
your last vacation)
(5 min) Silent review of progress tracker
(30 min) Work through issues identified
(10 min) Open time for emergent issues

Zoom + Progress tracking document

Prework Update the progress tracker
Highlight any issues you want the group to address

Name Coordination Checkpoint
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Objectives 1.rHave fun as humans
2. Get help on sticky issues

Agenda Design

Cadence

Format

Weekly

(10 min) Welcome and silly check-in question
(10 min) Contribution of issues/roadblocks to be addressed - go
round-robin and give 1 sentence on the issue or roadblock you
want to tackle
(60 min) Work through issues identified using the "hot seat" method
(10 min) Round robin of one thing you appreciated from today

In person

Prework Write down your 1 sentence description of the situation you
need support with.

Name SEAL Time (Solve issues; Eat food; share Advice; Laugh out loud)

Objectives 1.rStay abreast of each other's work
2. Help prioritize key activities and reduce work interruptions

Agenda Design

Cadence

Format

Daily at 9:00 am

(5 min) Review each person's post and reply in a thread with any
questions, comments, or offers
(5 min) Follow up with anyone via direct message as needed

Slack

Prework Post the answers to these questions in the #DailyWork channel
by 9am:

What are your priorities for the day?
What do you need from other people in order to complete
these priorities?

Name Daily Planning


